Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of Thurs. 14 July 2022
Compiled by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two
Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two multiple personalities.‖

Prepare for Nuclear Detonations in multiple US Cities
https://rumble.com/v1c4f1t-situation-update-71322-prepare-for-nuclear-detonations-in-multipleu.s.-cit.html

The US Supreme Court Has Ruled That The Covid Pathogen Is Not A Vaccine, Is Unsafe,
And Must Be Avoided At All Costs.
Big Pharma and Anthony Fauci have lost a lawsuit filed by Robert F. Kennedy Jr. and a group of
scientists that resulted in the Supreme Court cancelling the universal vax.
https://bestnewshere.com/the-supreme-court-in-the-us-has-ruled-that-the-covid-pathogen-is-nota-vaccine-is-unsafe-and-must-be-avoided-at-all-costs-supreme-court-has-canceled-universalvax-3/

Europe in full collapse; Elites dumping stocks; Chinese Banks collapsing; worldwide food
shortages increasing; Nano technology in soil; Brazil reveals Nanographene Oxide in Jabs;
Vatican Obelisk destroyed; Celebs revealed as Satanists; Green Energy scam revealed;
Trains to halt in US.
https://rumble.com/v1c64bx-situation-update-71322.html

Pioneer Day Special: “Faith In Every Footstep”
2019 Pioneer Day Concert with Sissel - Music for a Summer Evening - YouTube

Judy Note:
A. Global Currency Reset:


Coach Jerry: “I'm estimating that the „Great Reveal‟ Mass Military Action, coupled
with us being at our appointments, will happen sometime before Sat. 30 July.”







The Trustee of the St. Jermaine Trust has already released money to certain accounts.
Tues. 12 July Bruce: In the last couple of days Bond Holders have started being
paid. There were about 20,000 Bond Holders and about 20% have received monies in
their accounts. They are paying beginning from the smallest accounts up to the largest
accounts. All Bond Holders will be paid over the next three weeks.
MarkZ: Iraq contacts say the government will be organized in a day or so and then the
release will be a day or two after that.
Reminder: No one, and I mean Absolutely No One knows the exact time and date that
the Global Currency Reset would be finalized, with codes entered for notification of Tier
4B (us, the Internet Group) to set redemption/ exchange appointments – it dependent
upon an earth shattering Event such as a global financial crash. The exact time would be
decided by the Military out of calculations of their Quantum Computer and based upon
concerns for safety of The People. Trust the Plan.

B. GCR Recent History:
 On Sun. 26 June the Iraqi Dinar was connected to the Quantum Financial System and
began trading on Forex Back Screens.
 On Tues. 28 June Putin announced the BRICS Countries were establishing a Global
Currency Reset.
 Since Sun. night 3 July the approximate 140 countries that have asset-backed
currencies have been trading on the Market.
 At 1 am EST Mon. 4 July: The Fed lost it‟s charter to print money in 2012, and they
received a ten year extension that ended July 4 2022. Stock Market Crash predicted.
https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/082515/who-decides-when-print-moneyus.asp
 The Chinese Elders have apologized for the delay in completing the Global Currency
Reset saying, ―The leadership just needed more time.‖
C. Restored Republic:





Thurs. 14 July: Russian President Vladimir Putin has now signed a decree/law allowing
the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation to conduct counterterrorism and "other
special military operations" outside Russia. All War Criminals, Nazis, Rapists and
Pedophiles are on the killing list. Meet Spetsnaz FSB Russia:
https://t.me/SpecialQForces/33145
Today Thurs. 14 July at Market Opening the US Dollar was up 108.778 and Dow down
over 500 points. Buckle Up!
A new intelligence report has warned that Iran may be plotting to assassinate top former
United States officials including Trump, in revenge for the drone strike that killed Iranian
Gen. Qassem Soleimani two years ago. That means the CIA is plotting it!
https://mol.im/a/11011531





Today was Bastille Day, July 14th a French Holiday Commemorating the Start of the
French Revolution in 1789.
It‟s destined to be the Summer of False Flag Operations as White Hat Operations
Instigate the Fall of the Cabal
“We will make America strong again. We will make America proud again. We will
make America safe again, and we will make America great again. We have saved
America!!!‖ …Donald J. Trump, 19th President

D. Global Economic Crisis:


Inflation just hit ANOTHER 40-year high of 9.1%, which is terrible for our Country.
Fuel prices up 60%, Airfare up 34%, Eggs up 33%—how can people survive this? How
can businesses survive this? Our Country is so weak right now because the Radical Left
Democrats have no clue what they are doing. All they want to do is "get Trump," and
they are willing to destroy our Nation to do it. America will not allow this to go on for
much longer. Don't vote for the Radical Left Democrats, vote for America First
Republicans—Save America! …Donald J. Trump

E. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring:







If you want to know what happened to the missing trafficked Uyghurs that landed
in Ukraine via Mriya airplane, your answer was in these videos. After landing at the
Sikorsky International Airport they were bussed to American (Black Hat / KM / Cabal /
Deep State / Illuminati / Red Faction) Bio-weapons labs and subjected to a genetic
experimentation and Adrenochrome farming. High Crimes, Crimes Against Humanity:
Russian Spetsnaz cleaning out BioLabs: https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/22478 U.S
funded Biolabs: https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/22676
Military Helicopters Part 2: 400 Kids moved from California Underground
Tunnels: https://www.bitchute.com/video/eLEIhQz0sRKY/
Dec. 30 2021: Earthquakes and volcanic ash cloud eruption spread from Tonga. The
eruption of the Hunga Tonga Hunga Ha’apai volcano has been spewing ash intermittently
which has been detected in all directions up to 18 miles away. Tonga has some Chinese
& Terramar owned tunnels and deep submarine access thanks to the deep waters that
surround the shallow coral shoreline. https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/33148
https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/13905
European royals killing naked children for fun at human hunting parties:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMpstjmX99g

F. Covid/ Monkey Pox/ Vax Hoax:


People storm children‟s vax centre in New York only to find its entirely run by
Chinese people.



The US Supreme Court Has Ruled That The Covid Pathogen Is Not A Vaccine, Is
Unsafe, And Must Be Avoided At All Costs. The Supreme Court has canceled universal
vax. Big Pharma and Anthony Fauci have lost a lawsuit filed by Robert F. Kennedy Jr.
and a group of scientists: https://bestnewshere.com/the-supreme-court-in-the-us-hasruled-that-the-covid-pathogen-is-not-a-vaccine-is-unsafe-and-must-be-avoided-at-allcosts-supreme-court-has-canceled-universal-vax-3/

G. Global Protests and Demonstrations:


Dutch and German farmers meet at the border to exchange flags in an act of solidarity.

H. This Week‟s White Hat Global Military Operation: The Fall of the Cabal, (White Hat
Intel)















Kazarian Mafia governments in Estonia, Israel, Sri Lanka, UK and Ireland have fallen,
while the Deep State governments of the US, France, Canada and Italy were in a state of
destruction through Military operations, Hunter Biden Laptop revelations and global
financial market collapse.
It‟s the end of the Deep State fiat currency system as 3.2 billion people move to
gold/asset-backed currency of the Global Currency Reset headed by the BRICS nations
of Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa.
The fall of Sri Lanka with a planned quick rebuild through gold-backed GESARA
currency.
Lebanon was in a Media Blackout as a Military Operation arrested Deep State generals.
Destruction of the Georgia Guild Stones was by Star link Satellite Tectonic Weapons,
or Rods of God. https://youtu.be/6ktsea8SleQ
Operation London Bridge is Falling Down the Deep State UK Government as White
Hat FBI retrieved servers and cabinet members and PM Boris Johnson resigned.
In Italy the Vatican Obelisk falls, fires break out as Underground DUMB Tunnel
connected to CIA CERN super computers was destroyed, again by Star link Satellite
Tectonic Weapons, or Rods of God.
The Vatican Tunnel once contained 650 plane loads of gold (that was flown to
Cheyenne Mountain) and the computers once connected the CIA Fourth Reich Regime
Jesuit – Rothschilds – Rockefeller money laundering system to Asia, US and all of
Europe.
The so-called (False Flag?) Assassination of Trump‟s friend and former Prime
Minister of Japan Dong Jingwei who exposed the Chinese Communist Party’s
Fukushima Event, planned invasion of China and the connections between Dark
Generals, Black Hat Intel Operations and Big Tech, Big Pharma, the CDC, WHO, CCP
and 2020 Election Fraud.





This week a war inside the Pentagon erupted as Don Jingwei’s declassified revelations
were proven true. Deep State Military Generals and intelligence officers in all Three
Letter Agencies were feeling the pressure of Jingwei’s Intel and Military retributions.
Panic has set in.
The Deep State was planning major False Flag Operations to cause distractions and
cover up the exposure inside the Three Letter Intelligence Agencies.

I. Worldwide Cyber Attacks will Open the Door to a Black Swan Event (White Hat Intel)










Worldwide Cyber Attacks will open the door to a Black Swan Event – that every major
nation and it’s military were getting ready for.
Multiple government agencies worldwide have released an advisory warning threat
targeting managed service providers (MSPs).
These agencies included the Cyber Security and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA),
FBI and NSA, in partnership with the U.K.’s National Cyber Security Center (NCSCUK), as well as the Australian Cyber Security Center (ACSC), Canadian Center for
Cyber Security (CCCS), New Zealand National Cyber Security Center (NZ NCSC).
On The Clock meant that Cyber Attacks would shutdown all systems on the Planet so
NSA could flood the Internet with a whole heap of incriminating evidence.
The Space Force will turn the whole planets power off and switch over to Free Tesla
Energy.
Mr Pool showed us all Trains will be halted. They work on big Electrical Grids.
All Social Media Platforms will be removed and new ones will be replacing them with
the new Quantum Internet controlled in space. It’s un-hackable.
Download your data if you don't have 2nd copies of photos etc. We have been warned
of the Global Cyber Security Crisis.

J. The Deep State UN is headed to Uganda, (White Hat Intel)








The UN has turned off flight trackers and was moving in artillery and munitions sound
to Uganda where 31,000,000 million tons of Gold was found struck in a deposit. That's
worth over 12,000,000,000,000.000 Trillions $.
Military and rebel forces from Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda and South Sudan were
flanking the borders of Uganda.
The Deep State Cabal was already setting up assets and False Flag Events to remove the
President and take over the country.
Gaddafi was killed for wanting to start his own gold-backed banking system and Putin
was labeled a War Monger for wanting to go back to a gold-backed global financial
system.
In the past hundred years several countries have been infiltrated by the Deep State
Central Banking System. If they did not join the system and give control of large







portions of their wealth to the Elites, then wars were created in those countries using
False Flag Operations.
The wealth of those countries was stolen by the Deep State Cabal through false trading
in financial markets and installing corrupt regimens. Colour Revolutions created civil
unrest that lead to wars and over throw of the government, after which the Deep State
installed their Central Banking System.
Now overnight Uganda has become one of the richest countries in the world and the UN
controlled by Davos, Rockefellers, Rothschilds, Dupont and Bushes want the money.
We all know that the Mainstream Media will vilify the current president and help with
the overthrow of the country in order to put it in the hands of UN Deep State operations.
The Uganda president has reached out to other African countries which, against UN
policies and regime, also included Russian president Putin and Chinese president Xi. It's
going to heat up.

K. Military Alliance Operations Captured CERN Super Computer Tier 0, (White Hat Intel)














In early 2012 Military Operations began to infiltrate the CIA CERN facility and map
the underground tunnels systems that connected the European continent through the
world using super fast Maglev trains.
By 2014 over 300 military operators had infiltrated the Deep State CERN operations as
workers, technicians, engineers and scientists.
By 2014 the first wave of Tectonic Weapons, or Rods of God, were used to collapse
tunnel systems that connected France, Italy and Austria to the CIA Lake Geneva
underground headquarters. Operations were conducted from Norway via Germany with
the Alliance Military force ops.
By 2017 the sabotage from within CERN and outside tunnel corridor's that housed
Nuclear Energy had been dismantled by Special Forces, while a short battle took place
beneath Lake Geneva.
By midsummer the Supercomputer came into the hands of Military White Hats.
Orders had been sent out from CIA Headquarters beneath Lake Geneva to 11 CIA
substations around the world, one of which was located in Langley, Virginia.
More than 150 “Tier 2” institutions were subsequently connected to the CIA‟s 11
“Tier 1” institutions, creating a network of CIA sub-stations that doubled as Research
and Education Network (NREN) centers. Although NRENs are allegedly dedicated to
supporting the needs of research and education within a given community, they actually
served as the CIA’s secret sub-station which conducted assassinations, espionage and
terror attacks.
BY 2019 Whites Hats Military Operations had taken full control of CERN.
The technology inside CERN was deeply connected to the Roswell Crash and Tesla
classified technology (both connect time traveling. Roswell UFO technology opens doors





to portals 400 Mile's below the Earth's crust and mantel that houses another ocean and
hidden society).
The French Rothschilds Elite family who helped to create the FBI with descendants
of Jesuits Army and Napoleon blood lines, stole the technology from the United States
military in the 1900s.
The Q Classified Operations has finally back in it's grasp, one of humanities greatest
machines. CERN measures 17 miles in length and has the power to recreate time; has
healing properties and connects civilizations across the universe through the Earth's inner
most planetary secrets.

L. Q post #11 30-Oct-2017 4:20:11 AM CET (White Hat Intel)








Key: Military Intelligence vs. FBI, CIA, NSA: No approval or congressional oversight.
State Secrets upheld under SC
Who is the Commander and Chief of the Military? (Trump)
Under what article can the President impose the Military and take over investigations
for the Three Letter Agencies? ( Military Occupation 11)
What conditions must present itself ? (Foreign interference in a US election and/or US
captured operation by a foreign power, of all branches of government)
Why is this so VERY important? (When the Deep State falls in the US Territory of
Washington DC, the World Deep State will collapse).
Who surrounds POTUS? (US Military). The Deep State lost this very important power
– the one area of the govt not corrupt and directly serves POTUS.
OMICRON (OMI =ODIN /CRON) = a Command to an operating system or server for
a job to be executed at a specified time = Project Odin: Military Sats or control of the
worldwide grid MSM, Grid, Internet, TV, Radio, EBS.

M. Q last post time stamp at 11:05:50 (White Hat Intel)






11:5 Omicron B (B is a note or KEY) 1.1.529 Q post 11 KEY (K=11 E=5 y=25) Title
32 National Defense 11.5
Law of War, Chapter 11: Military Operations ending foreign occupation.
11 means Military Operation. 5.5 means Loud and Clear
Military Operation Loud and Clear: Delta, Omicron = Media Control
Stay vigilant World Wide Patriots

N. Must Watch Videos:


Wed. 13 July Situation Update: https://rumble.com/v1c64bx-situation-update71322.html Europe in full collapse; Elites dumping stocks, Chinese Banks collapsing,
worldwide food shortages increasing; Nano technology in soil, Brazil reveals

Nanographene Oxide in Jabs, Vatican Obelisk destroyed, Celebs revealed as Satanists,
Green Energy scam revealed, trains to halt in US.
O. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two
multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr.
Colin Ross – Robert David Steele
Jenny Hill‟s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice YouTube http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped,
tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed
herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic
Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc’s CIA,
Queen Elizabeth’s, Illuminati Banking families’ and Vatican’s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult
on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by
this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the
process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored
Republics of the world. It’s no wonder that President Trump has stated, ―These people are sick.‖
P. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:
Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the
request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses and victims of pedophile, torture
and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists
implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff’s offices and all the way up to the Attorney
General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally
organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.
There’s certainly no help from US or other nation’s government agencies, including the FBI or
CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual
abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.
To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or
international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why
local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with
the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth
certificates, or identification.
Q. The following have been set up to report Crimes Against Children and incidents of
human trafficking, although I cannot verify as to the influence of Satanists within these
organizations:

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signsof-human-trafficking
FBI Memphis (available 24 hours a day) (901) 747-4300
Submit an anonymous tip tips.fbi.gov.
National Human Trafficking Resources Center Hotline 1-(888)-373-7888.
U.S. Immigration/ Customs Enforcement (ICE): https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form
Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/
Called to Rescue 855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/
Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/
Saving Innocence: https://savinginnocence.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end
US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453
USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline: 1-800-843-5678
Contact Interpol: https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL
https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help
Europol Tipline Tel.: +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime
EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/nationalhotlines_en
Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers:
https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers
Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/
UK: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline BBC Action Line
R. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about
the Children
It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and
traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite
Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to
pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking
Ring run by these global elites.
Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from
Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right
next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives
to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32
mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs
S. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and
articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing
truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was
rampant in our international society.
The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do
their own research and decide whether or not it was valid.
I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several
Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate
a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments.
After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the
exchange process for at least 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking that time to get my
humanitarian project organized and going.
This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you
how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever.
A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown;
to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady
who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the
underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel
on pedophilia to help us Save the Children.
Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts
and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all.
Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the
power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy
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